
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
lead operations. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look
at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for lead operations

Integrating and improving systems, processes and policies
Perform Balance and Controls and Consolidation process on Image RPS
To be the primary interface, lead operational relationships with suppliers and
ensuring the supplier’s production operations is running at optimum level
To lead and co-ordinate all improvement activity associated with planning,
control, inventory, delivery and lead time
To support S&OP (Sales & Operations Planning) in evaluating the impact of
demand changes by doing scenario planning, as required, to evaluate the
impact of potential future load scenarios and support Commitment
Acceptance process in collaboration with the PPCM & SMTM
To plan and manage stock across the supply chain ensuring levels specified
are maintained and is used in the appropriate order and time frame
To provide SMTM operational status including WIP, bottlenecks, quality
issues, and capacity that may impact delivery and lead in resolving them
To ensure specified supplier delivery commitments are reflected in SAP,
respond to supplier enquiries and manage adherence of schedule lines and
Exception Messages to ensure delivery to plan, including new parts
introduction in line with all the relevant processes
To lead operations reviews with their suppliers ensuring that both the
suppliers and R-R requirements are being met considering the impact of
Quality, total cost and Delivery on the SMT
To ensure paperwork and information transfer in relation to all part
movements is compliant with business and regulatory requirements
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A deep understanding of MiFID II / Markets in Financial Investments
Regulations (MiFIR) regulation
Knowledge of the Network Management function (beneficial)
The ability to navigate the bank and identify key business contacts and
solutions
Excellent oral and written communication and presentation skills, with the
ability to converse in a clear and concise manner across all levels of the
organisation
An understanding of Bank-related products and the associated operational
requirements
Configuration management – Puppet AND Ansible


